From small to large gatherings, Subway® has exactly what you need to host a successful event.

CATERING AND GROUP

From small to large gatherings, Subway® has exactly what you need to host a successful event.

SIDES & DRINKS

REFRESHING BEVERAGES*

- Dasani® 0 cal
- Vitaminwater® XXX 80 cal
- Gatorade® Cool Blue 140 cal
- Gallon Hubert’s® Lemonade 760 cal
- Coca-Cola® Bottled Beverages 0-300 cal
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- Coca-Cola® Bottled Beverages 0-300 cal
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DESSERTS

Cookies by the dozen
200-210 cal (per cookie)
12 cookies 2400-2520 cal

Cookie Platter
Includes 3 dozen cookies
200-210 cal (per cookie)
36 cookies 7200-7560 cal

HUNGRY? WE HAVE YOU COVERED
ORDER YOURS @ SUBWAY.COM

Pricing varies by restaurant.

Advance notice may be required for catering orders.

Delivery available in select areas.
Minimum $50 purchase required. Delivery fees apply.
See https://www.ezcater.com/terms_of_use for additional details.

2,000 calories a day is used for general nutrition advice, but calorie needs vary. Additional nutrition information available upon request.

INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED BOX MEALS

Boxed meals consist of a 6” cold sub, Signature Wrap, or Footlong cold sub, 1 cookie, 1 bag of chips and a napkin inside a stackable box.

INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED BOX MEALS

Black Forest Ham
6”: 770-890 cal
Footlong: 1210-1330 cal
Wrap: 1050-1170 cal

Veggie Delite
6”: 580-700 cal
Footlong: 830-950 cal
Wrap: 680-800 cal

Cold Cut Combo
6”: 700-820 cal
Footlong: 1070-1190 cal
Wrap: 900-1020 cal

Spicy Italian
6”: 840-960 cal
Footlong: 1350-1470 cal
Wrap: 1180-1300 cal

Italian B.M.T.
6”: 650-770 cal
Footlong: 1210-1330 cal
Wrap: 1050-1170 cal

Veggie Delite
6”: 580-700 cal
Footlong: 830-950 cal
Wrap: 680-800 cal

Black Forest Ham
6”: 650-770 cal
Footlong: 970-1090 cal
Wrap: 810-930 cal

Oven Roasted Turkey
6”: 640-760 cal
Footlong: 950-1070 cal
Wrap: 790-910 cal

Tuna
6”: 840-960 cal
Footlong: 1350-1470 cal
Wrap: 1180-1300 cal

Roast Beef
6”: 670-790 cal
Footlong: 1010-1130 cal
Wrap: 900-1020 cal

Serve up some tasty at your next get-together. Whether it’s for work or a party, game day or birthday, Subway® has every cater-worthy occasion covered with a legendary lineup of subs, wraps, drinks, desserts and more.

From stacked platters to quick and easy boxed meals, our catering menu is loaded with craveable crowd-pleasers to feed your crew without all the work. Just click, order and enjoy.